Limitations of clonality analysis of B cell proliferations using CDR3 polymerase chain reaction
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Abstract

Background/Aims—Detection of clonal immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) rearrangements by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an attractive alternative to Southern blotting in lymphoma diagnosis. However, the advantages and limitations of PCR in clonality analysis are still not fully appreciated. In this study, clonality was analysed by means of PCR, focusing in particular on the sample size requirements when studying extremely small samples of polyclonal and monoclonal lesions.

Materials/Methods—High resolution complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) PCR was used to investigate the minimum number of cells and the amount of tissue required for the detection of a polyclonal population, both for fresh cells and formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissue. Subsequently, frozen and paraffin wax embedded samples of 76 B cell lymphoproliferative disorders, 43 of which were tested by means of Southern blotting, were analysed to establish the sensitivity of this assay. These specimens included 12 chronic lymphocytic leukaemias (CLLs), nine mantle cell lymphomas (MCLs), 10 follicular lymphomas (FLs), and 45 mucosa associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphomas. The specificity was tested on reactive lymph nodes (n = 19), tonsils (n = 4), peripheral blood lymphocyte fractions (n = 4), and biopsies with gastritis (n = 21).

Results—In reactive tissue, 20 ng of high molecular weight DNA derived from 6.5–9 × 10^3 B cells was sufficient to obtain a polyclonal PCR result. With smaller amounts “pseudoclonal” could be induced. When using paraffin wax blocks, undiluted DNA isolated from tonsillar tissue of at least 1 mm^2 was necessary to obtain a polyclonal pattern. The sensitivity required to detect clonality in paraffin wax embedded and frozen tissue by PCR for FL (40% and 60%, respectively) was lower than that for MALT lymphomas (60% and 86%, respectively), CLL (78% and 89%, respectively), and MCL (88% and 100%, respectively). PCR specificity was 96% and 100% for frozen and paraffin wax embedded tissue, respectively.

Conclusion—The minimum amount of template for CDR3 PCR is approximately 20 ng of high molecular weight DNA or 1 mm^2 of B cell rich paraffin wax embedded normal tonsillar tissue, but care has to be taken to avoid pseudoclonality when low numbers of B cells are present. Duplicate or triplicate tests should be performed to avoid misinterpretation. The specificity of the PCR assay is almost 100%, whereas sensitivity depends on a combination of factors, such as lymphoma type and tissue fixation. Because frozen samples yield better results, obtaining fresh material for the PCR assay is recommended, especially when analysing FL and MALT lymphomas.
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The distinction between neoplastic and reactive disorders in the diagnosis of non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas still presents a challenge to the pathologist. In some cases, morphological and immunophenotypic features can be difficult to interpret. Demonstrating clonality by the detection of clonal immunoglobulin (Ig) or T cell receptor (TCR) rearrangements provides a strong argument for neoplasia in this situation. Established methods for detection are immunohistochemistry for Ig light chain restriction and Southern blot analysis. However, these methods are not suitable in all cases, especially when handling small biopsies, fine needle aspirates, tissues with a minor lymphomatous component, or formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissues.

Clonality analysis of lymphoid cells using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify the VDJ junctional region of the immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) gene can circumvent some of the disadvantages of the other techniques, and seems to be a useful diagnostic aid. It can be applied to small samples, such as endoscopic biopsies and microdissected tissue. However, neither the limitations of PCR with respect to tumour sample size and numbers of tumour cells, nor the success rate in paraffin wax embedded and frozen tissue of different lymphoma types are well established. Moreover, the sensitivity of the assay allows the detection of small imbalances in B cell populations, raising the possibility of false positive results.
In our study, we describe a high resolution complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) PCR protocol, using primers directed at the conserved framework 3 (FR3) area of the VH gene and the 3' end of the JH gene. First, the minimum number of cells and size of tissue sample required for the detection of a polyclonal population (as defined by a normal distribution of PCR products) was investigated in both fresh cells and formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissues. We then analysed a series of different lymphoproliferative disorders to establish the predictive value of this PCR protocol. To focus on potential problems caused by mutations in the PCR target area, we selected cases of follicular lymphoma (FL) and mucosa associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma and compared them with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) and mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) (both known to have a more stable genetic structure). To investigate the effect of routine fixation in formalin, in 43 of the 76 tumours, we performed PCR on both fresh and formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded samples and compared the results. The specificity of the method was evaluated by analysing reactive lymph nodes, tonsils, peripheral blood lymphocytes, and biopsies with gastritis.

Materials and methods

TISSUES

Frozen tissue samples and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffered, formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissues from 76 non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas were retrieved from the lymphoma bank of the department of pathology, Leiden University Medical Centre. These tumours had been classified previously by morphological and immunophenotypic criteria. For the purpose of our study all slides were reviewed. Southern blot analysis for Ig gene rearrangement had been performed on 43 of the 76 cases and revealed a detectable JH rearrangement in all of these.

To establish the influence of lymphoma type on PCR sensitivity, we selected 12 cases of CLL, nine MCLs, 45 MALT lymphomas, and 10 FLs. Non-malignant lymph nodes (n = 19), tonsillectomy specimens from otherwise healthy children (n = 4), biopsies with gastritis (n = 21), and peripheral blood lymphocytes from healthy donors (n = 4) were used as controls. A clone containing lymphoma sample and a mixture of three Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transfected cell lines served as monoclonal and oligoclonal controls, respectively.

DNA PREPARATION

DNA from frozen tissue samples was obtained using proteinase K digestion and standard phenol/chloroform extraction. DNA from formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissues was purified by dissolving three to five 5 µm sections in 97 µl buffer containing 10 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8.3), 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween 20, and 3 µl proteinase K (10 mg/ml) at 56°C overnight. After boiling for five minutes, samples were spun down and the recovered supernatants were used as the template for PCR. PCR performed on undiluted supernatants containing DNA from paraffin wax embedded tissues often resulted in nonspecific or negative test results. Because this was probably the result of variations in the DNA content of supernatants and/or factors present in the fixative or paraffin wax interfering with PCR amplification, we made serial dilutions of these supernatants (undiluted, 1/10, 1/100, and 1/1000), which were then used as templates for the PCR. The presence of the tumour cells was evaluated in each tissue block on haematoxylin and eosin stained slides that were cut before and after the sections used for DNA isolation.

PCR AMPLIFICATION

PCR amplification of rearrangements at the IgH locus was performed using the consensus primers FR3A, with a reported homology of at least 85% with 95% of the published VH gene sequence6 (5'-ACA CGG CC/T G/C TGT ATT ACT GT -3'), and LJH (5'-CCT GAG GAG ACG GTG ACC-3'), which anneal to variable and joining gene segments, respectively.31 The PCR reaction mixture (30 µl) contained 200 ng DNA from frozen samples, or 5 µl sample extracted from paraffin wax embedded tissue, in 10 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 2 µg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA; Organon Technica, Boxtel, The Netherlands), 500 nM of each primer (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK), 200 µM dNTPs, 1.5 µCi [α-32P]dCTP (Amersham, Little Chalfont, UK), and 0.3 U Taq DNA polymerase (PE Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA).

PCR reactions were performed in a DNA thermal cycler (PE Biosystems). Amplification was started with a denaturation step of seven minutes at 94°C, followed by 35 cycles consisting of 40 seconds denaturation at 94°C, 40 seconds annealing at 55°C, and 40 seconds extension at 72°C. After denaturation of 4 µl of PCR product for five minutes at 94°C in a solution containing 50% formamide, 0.025% xylene cyanol, 10 mM EDTA, and 0.025% bromophenol blue, PCR samples were put on ice for five minutes and analysed on 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gel for optimal separation of PCR products. PCR products were visualised by autoradiography. All reactions were performed in duplicate. PCR products of DNA extracted from paraffin wax embedded tissue and frozen tissue from the same tumour were loaded on to the same gel to enable comparison of electrophoresis patterns. As controls, each PCR product was cut before and after the sections used for DNA isolation, and revealed a detectable JH rearrangement in all of these.

As controls, with each PCR, DNA obtained from normal peripheral blood lymphocytes or tonsil, a mix of DNA from three monoclonal EBV transformed cell lines, and DNA from a CLL tumour known to give a strong monoclonal pattern was amplified as a polyclonal, oligoclonal, and monoclonal control, respectively. Water was used as a negative control. For the analysis of DNA purified from frozen material, results were considered conclusive only when duplicate experiments on undiluted DNA showed the same results. For the analysis of DNA obtained from paraffin wax embedded tissue, results were considered conclusive when
undiluted DNA and one dilution or two or more serial dilutions of template DNA showed the same patterns.

Results
Amplification of DNA extracted from frozen tissues resulted in five different patterns.
(1) Monoclonal (M): one or two strong, dominant band(s) within the expected size range (70–130 bp), either as the sole product (fig 1; lane 10), or superimposed on a background of multiple, far weaker bands (fig 1; lanes 1, 2, 4, and 5). In the case of two bands, the products could be derived from biallelic VDJ rearrangement, one being functional.
(2) Oligoclonal (O): three or more bands, reproducible in duplicate experiments, sometimes superimposed on a polyclonal background (fig 1; lane 11).
(3) Polyclonal (P): a ladder of 10–20 bands, with a Gaussian distribution over the expected size range (fig 1; lane 9).
(4) Incomplete polyclonal (IP): less than 10 bands in the expected size range, randomly distributed, of different intensities, and varying between duplicate experiments (fig 1; lane 6).
(5) No signal (NS): no products, or only weak bands outside the expected size range (fig 1; lanes 7 and 8).

AMOUNT OF B CELLS NECESSARY TO DETECT POLYCLONALITY
By serially diluting 200 ng DNA isolated from frozen tissue of a normal tonsil, and subsequent PCR on all diluted samples, we determined the minimum amount of DNA required for reliable PCR results. Approximately 20 ng of DNA appeared to be sufficient to obtain the expected polyclonal pattern. With smaller amounts of DNA, the numbers of bands diminished because of less efficient amplification of the relatively smaller and larger CDR3 regions, and (non-reproducible) incomplete polyclonal patterns (200 ng DNA diluted 102–103 fold (fig 2; lanes 3 and 4) or pseudomoniclonal patterns (109 fold dilution; fig 2; lane 10) were produced. The 20 ng of DNA required for reliable PCR assays is equivalent to 104 lymphocytes—the template providing cells.

To establish whether this amount of DNA could be isolated from small biopsies embedded in paraffin wax, we also tested extremely small paraffin wax embedded fragments of a normal tonsil, ranging in size from 1 to 4 mm², as a source of template for the PCR. Each sample was cut into 5 µm sections and one to five sections were collected in Eppendorf tubes. DNA was isolated and CDR3 PCR was performed successfully, both on undiluted and diluted supernatants. Depending on the size and number of sections, incomplete polyclonal patterns were produced starting from the 1/10, 1/100, or 1/1000 dilution of a sample (table 1).

In addition to the required minimum amount of DNA, there may also be restrictions to the maximum amount of template used in the PCR. Undiluted material might give weak or even false negative PCR results, possibly as a consequence of inhibitory factors present in the crude extracts from formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded material (fig 1; lane 3 v lane 4).

COMPARISON OF PCR ON FROZEN AND PARAFFIN WAX EMBEDDED TISSUES
PCR products obtained after amplification of diluted supernatants of template isolated from formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissues

---

Figure 1  Results of the complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) polymerase chain reaction. Lanes 1–6, lymphoma case (lanes 1 and 2, 200 ng DNA from frozen tissue, showing a clonal band in a polyclonal background; lanes 3–6, DNA from paraffin wax embedded tissue, undiluted and 1/10, 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions, respectively, giving the same clonal band in the three diluted samples); lane 7, water; lane 8, Jurkat T cell line; lane 9, peripheral blood lymphocyte fraction, showing a polyclonal ladder of the expected size range; lane 10, positive control (chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) DNA); lane 11, positive control (CLL DNA mixed with DNA from an Epstein-Barr virus infected cell line).

Figure 2  Complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) polymerase chain reaction on a dilution series of DNA isolated from a frozen sample of a reactive tonsil. Lane 1, 200 ng DNA, showing a normally distributed polyclonal ladder; lanes 2–11, 10 fold dilution steps producing oligoclonal patterns with randomly (dis)appearing bands.
Table 1  Complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) polymerase chain reaction results on sections of small, paraffin wax embedded tonsillar tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonsil sample size (mm²)</th>
<th>1 mm²</th>
<th>2 mm²</th>
<th>4 mm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilution</td>
<td>10⁶</td>
<td>10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilution</td>
<td>10⁶</td>
<td>10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilution</td>
<td>10⁶</td>
<td>10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 section</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 sections</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 sections</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 sections</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 sections</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP, incomplete polyclonal pattern; P, polyclonal pattern.

Table 2  Complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) PCR results on reactive tissues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paraffin wax embedded PCR results</th>
<th>Fresh/frozen PCR results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin wax embedded PCR results</td>
<td>Fresh/frozen PCR results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n M IP P NS</td>
<td>n M IP P NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive lymph node</td>
<td>19 0 0 18 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonsil</td>
<td>4 0 0 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy with gastritis</td>
<td>21 0 0 21 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>ND ND ND ND ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP, incomplete polyclonal pattern; P, polyclonal pattern; MALT, mucosa associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; n, number of cases; ND, not done; NS, no signal; P, polyclonal pattern.

Table 3  Complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) PCR results on B cell non-Hodgkin's lymphoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paraffin wax embedded PCR results</th>
<th>Fresh/frozen PCR results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLL</td>
<td>9 7 0 0 2 78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>8 7 0 0 1 88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALT</td>
<td>35 21 10 1 3 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCBBCC</td>
<td>10 4 0 5 1 40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia; FCBBCC, follicular centroblastic/centrocytic lymphoma; IP, incomplete polyclonal pattern; M, monoclonal pattern; MALT, mucosa associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; n, number of cases; NS, no signal; P, polyclonal pattern.
separation and visualisation of the PCR products. Meanwhile, a comparable method for analysing fluorescently labelled CDR3 PCR products with an automated sequencer is used successfully in our laboratory. We feel that both strategies have the advantage over the use of agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide, on which the difference between monoclonal and polyclonal patterns can be more arbitrary.

By serially diluting DNA isolated from both frozen and paraffin wax embedded normal tonsillar tissue and subsequent PCR on all diluted samples, we showed that incomplete polyclonal or even pseudomonoclonal patterns could be induced by rigorous dilution. Similar findings were shown by Zhou and colleagues and by Wan et al. Our experiments showed that the minimum amount of tonsil derived DNA required for a complete polyclonal pattern is approximately 20 ng, which is comparable with the data from Wan et al on peripheral blood lymphocytes. Because tonsils contain as much as 60–95% B cells, this minimum amount of DNA is derived from approximately 6–9.5 × 10^7 B cells. For the investigation of small paraffin wax embedded biopsies, obtaining the required amount of template DNA can be difficult. The relatively simple, but crude, method for DNA isolation from paraffin wax embedded tissues necessitates a serial dilution of template DNA to find the adequate concentration of the template and to circumvent factors that inhibit the PCR.

However, incomplete polyclonal patterns were already apparent in the 10 fold diluted samples when very small biopsies from a reactive tonsil were analysed (table 1). Of note, tonsils generally contain a much higher proportion of B cells than other reactive tissues, and therefore the issue of obtaining a sufficient amount of template will be even more important in other reactive tissues. Furthermore, we realise that the cellular make up of a reactive tonsil differs from that of normal lymph nodes, gastric MALT, and other lymphoproliferative tissue. For instance, tonsils contain relatively large numbers of germinal centre derived B cells and the kinetics and results of CDR3 PCR on normal tonsillar DNA might be different from those obtained using tissue from other sites. From the above we conclude that, to avoid false diagnosis of a clonal population, duplicate analyses should be the standard procedure for each clonality PCR performed on any tissue. Because it is impossible to estimate the amount of amplifiable DNA recovered from paraffin wax embedded tissue or to foresee the PCR results of the DNA, we recommend the use of at least three serial dilutions. A population should be regarded as clonal only if the same clone appears at least twice.

The specificity of this PCR, as tested on a variety of reactive tissues, was 96% and 100% for frozen and paraffin wax embedded tissues, respectively. In only one lymph node was an indication of monoclonality found. However, this lymph node was obtained from an individual with a chronic EBV infection. It is possible that because of the infection in this patient, a small, probably non-malignant EBV infected clone was present. This case illustrates that any CDR3 PCR result should be interpreted in the context of other clinicopathological findings.

The observed sensitivity of PCR in lymphomas in our study differs between the various non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma types. In MCL and CLL, a high sensitivity was seen in both frozen and paraffin wax embedded tissue. In FL, however, evidence for clonality was found less often. PCR on frozen samples from these lymphomas resulted in clonal patterns in 60%, whereas PCR on paraffin wax embedded tissue from the same tumours showed clonal rearrangement in even lower percentages (table 3). For MALT lymphomas, good results were obtained using frozen tissue (86% monoclonality), whereas in paraffin wax embedded tissue monoclonality could be detected in only 60%. Several other studies have suggested possible explanations for the observed difference in PCR sensitivity between various types of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. These include differences in mutation rates in the IgH locus (which are particularly high in FL, MALT lymphoma, and possibly a subgroup of CLL, and relatively low in MCL), leading to differences in the binding efficiency of the primers (especially the FR primer) to their target sequences. Other mechanisms interfering with the detection of a clonal population with IgH PCR are inefficient recognition by the consensus primer of certain VH or JH families, incorrect or incomplete IgH gene rearrangements, chromosomal translocations to the IgH locus (for example, BCL-2, BCL-6) rendering one allele unsuitable for VDJ amplification, and (especially in FL) the presence of abundant polyclonal B cells, which might mask the monoclonal population.

Determination of the difference between reactive and neoplastic lesions using histological criteria is extremely difficult in some cases of FL, and in these cases clonality analysis by IgH PCR would be most useful. However, the relatively low sensitivity of CDR3 PCR in these tumours reduces the diagnostic value of the PCR for this type of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. PCR performed with additional primers might increase the detection sensitivity. Studies on various B cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas show that using a FR1 primer set and/or FR2 primers as well as FR3 primers can increase sensitivity. In addition, a BCL-2/JH PCR followed by gel hybridisation for the detection of the translocation t(14;18) could be performed. This assay might enhance the detection of malignant B cell populations in FL and some cases of diffuse large B cell lymphoma. Derksen et al., Segal et al., and McCarthy et al reported such enhancement of sensitivity (1%, 7%, and 10%, respectively).
In our study, we investigated a series of gastritis and gastric MALT lymphoma specimens (n = 21 and n = 45, respectively). We detected B-cell monoclonality in 86% (frozen tissue) and 60% (paraffin wax embedded tissue) of lymphoma specimens, but monoclonality was not seen in our gastritis cases. This contrasts with most other studies, which have reported monoclonality in gastritis in up to 85% of cases.

However, the reported incidences vary greatly and have been shown to occur in as few as 1–2% of cases. From the Dutch Cancer Society.

We conclude that our CDR3 PCR is a useful assay for the distinction between reactive and neoplastic populations when performed under the Wax embedded sections, as well as in n-embedded tissue by polymerase chain reaction.

We conclude that our CDR3 PCR is a useful assay for the distinction between reactive and neoplastic populations when performed under the Wax embedded sections, as well as in n-embedded tissue by polymerase chain reaction.


